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ABSTRACT Virtualization enabled by container-based technologies is a recently emerging concept in the
integration of Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud computing. Due of their lightweight nature, container-based
virtualization tools improve manageability of cloud-based IoT solutions by making it possible to update
application software on the fly. Although different studies have demonstrated the feasibility of efficiently
running container-based virtualization on low-power IoT nodes, the implication of doing so on battery-
powered nodes has been overlooked. In this paper, we investigate howmuch energy overhead is generated by
Docker-based virtualization on battery powered camera sensor nodes. In our scenario, camera nodes are most
of the time in ‘‘power off’’ state to save energy. They are switched on for streaming video only when activity
is detected by motion sensor nodes. By means of empirical measurement and subsequent analysis, we found
that starting and closing of containers in the Docker platform adds-up roughly 13 percent power consumption
overhead during the boot-up and shutdown of the camera nodes. Furthermore, the fixed overhead occurring
from boot-up and shutdown procedures become negligible with longer video stream sessions.

INDEX TERMS Docker containers, energy efficiency, Internet of Things (IoT), video sensor networks,
virtualization, wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSN).

I. INTRODUCTION
The global Internet video traffic has grown tremendously
during recent years. Cisco predicts that IP video traffic will
continue to grow and dominate 82 percent of all consumer
Internet traffic by 2021 [1]. In the same report, Cisco forecasts
that Internet video surveillance will grow seven fold account-
ing 3.4 percent of the global Internet video traffic by 2021,
up from 1.8 percent in 2016.

With the rise of technological advancement in Inter-
net of Things (IoT), Wireless Multimedia Sensor Net-
works (WMSN) are getting popular in several video
surveillance applications, including industrial monitor-
ing, wildlife monitoring, agricultural monitoring health
and elderly care, and disaster management systems. The
following example provides a fresh impetus on the
use of battery-powered WMSN application in disaster
management.

During a natural disaster (such as the recent Hurricane
Harvey incident in the United States) video data provides
richer information to rescuers on the condition of affected
people. Furthermore, such real-time visual data could be
vital to speed-up response from insurance companies, public
utility and other government bodies.1 Since the pre-existing
video surveillance systems are heavily dependent of the
wired infrastructure, power and network outages that are very
common during natural disasters can paralyze them easily.
In contrast, battery-poweredWMSN solutions could be easily
deployed during such incidents to assist in rescuing survivals
by providing reliable video data. However, battery-powered
camera nodes require sophisticated power management in
order to achieve sufficient battery-life. Thus, energy con-
sumption optimization to extend the battery-life of WMSN

1Drone surveillance speeding Hurricane Harvey response by 800% :
http://3dinsider.com/drones-hurricane-harvey/
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should take a paramount concern at the design stage. Camera
nodes require computationally more powerful processors as
compared to simple scalar sensors, and can generate enor-
mous amount of video content that needs to be processed and
transmitted wirelessly. If not managed properly, the battery-
life of camera nodes lasts no more than few hours. In our
previous work [2], we introduced energy saving potential
of multi-tier network architecture in WMSN using our low-
power heterogeneous WMSN prototype and analyzed the
estimated battery-life of the nodes.

An important feature would be to connect WMSNs into
the Cloud. The integration of Cloud and IoT devices enables
centralized management, ease of firmware and software
upgrades, flexible application deployment and can also cre-
ate new application scenarios. Container-based virtualization
is becoming a de facto approach that can be adopted for
easier integration of such devices into the Cloud, a trend
known as Cloud of Things [3]. In a Cloud of Things, device
vendors can manufacture more generic camera nodes with
just the hardware, virtualization layer and the management
layer that handles connection to the Cloud. Camera nodes
can then download the actual software from the Cloud during
deployment.

In addition, in a realistic industrial environment, hundreds
or even thousands of cameras may be deployed depending on
the scenario. For instance, traffic cameras or security compa-
nies may have to manage such numbers of deployed devices.
The camera nodes may need occasionally software upgrades
due to software bugs, security vulnerabilities or even due
to changes in the infrastructure (e.g. access point password
changes or the video sink changes its location). Managing a
large number of devices on site may turn out to be a daunting
task, especially in the case of battery powered cameras that
are often offline and powered-off to save energy.

In our current work, we demonstrated management of
battery-powered virtualized camera nodes by an orchestrator
that is ideally located in central Cloud or edge infrastructure
of the operators. The orchestrator gets notified by the camera
nodes when they are up and running (which then can provide
them with suitable services for video streaming). To the
authors’ knowledge, this is the first work that:
• evaluates the impact of virtualization using Docker con-
tainers on battery-powered nodes in terms of power
consumption and battery-life.

• implements orchestration andmanagement of nodes that
occasionally come online based on occurrence of an
event; otherwise are offline most of the life time of the
network.

• estimates the battery-life of camera sensor nodes that run
container-based virtualized software.

• implements IPv6 support for Docker swarm standalone.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II

provides an overview of enabling technologies. Section III
provides the related work. Section IV introduces the method-
ology and experimental setups applied in our study. Section V
presents the measurement results and analysis. Section VI

provides the power consumption model and battery-life esti-
mations of the motes in our prototype. Finally, Section VII
provides discussions and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
One way of resolving the management issue is to implement
the software of the camera nodes in a way that supports
e.g. remote firmware upgrades and configuration manage-
ment. In general, this is a reasonable approach with resource
constrained IoT devices. However, in our case we are using
a relatively powerful platform, Raspberry Pi, as the camera
node. Such devices are capable of running software virtu-
alization, that can be utilized for upgrading the firmware of
camera node and manage its configuration in more generic,
hardware agnostic way.2 If support for some other platform
besides Raspberry Pi is needed, the firmware is reused and
recompiled for the other platform.

When virtualization is utilized, also the manage-
ment, or orchestration, of the virtualized camera software can
be realized in a unified, vendor agnostic way. The orchestrator
managing the deployment of virtualized software can deploy
it in a flexible way to the camera nodes. When a camera
node is turned on, it can request the orchestrator for the
latest camera software with the latest updates. If needed,
the multiple software instances can be run on a single camera
node. For instance, the two different instances could deliver
the same video stream with different formats to different
video sinks or feed the same video stream for both production
and test networks. Also, since reprogramming of the camera
software is easier, it is easier to offload computationally
intensive tasks from the Raspberry Pi to the Cloud.

Another challenge related to IoT scenarios involving
possibly large numbers of devices is addressing. While
private address realms can be employed with Network
Address Translations (NATs) to mitigate the shortage of
IPv4 addresses, they constrain connectivity towards the
devices. In the context of this work, we decided to utilize
IPv6 to address the devices (i.e. cameras in this case).

A. VIRTUALIZATION PLATFORMS
A number of different alternative virtualization plat-

forms exist. For example, OpenStack3 offers hypervisor-
based virtualization.4 It supports Kernel-based Virtual
Machine (KVM) [4] or Xen [5] based virtual machines capa-
ble of running all the major operating systems (Windows,
BSD, different Linux distributions). As a benefit, OpenStack
supports multi-tenancy, i.e., different users of the Cloud are
isolated from each other even when their virtual machines are
running in the same underlying host machine. As a drawback,
hypervisor-based virtual machines tend to be rather big, espe-
cially in terms of virtual machine’s image dimension. Further-
more, virtual machines’ boot-up time is normally rather high.

2Tools like Ansible, Chef and Puppet could be also used for managing
Linux systems in addition to virtualization.

3https://www.openstack.org/
4Later versions of OpenStack support also Linux containers.
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Container-based platforms are a popular alternative for
implementing virtualized software, with Docker as one of
the most used implementations. In contrast to hypervisor-
based virtual machines, Docker containers usually consume
less memory and their boot-up time is considerably faster [6].
Unfortunately, the open-source implementation of Docker
does not yet support proper multi-tenancy.

As another emerging alternative, so called Unikernels
(or library operating systems) provide the fastest boot-up
time and the smallest memory overhead [7]. At the time
of writing, porting of many existing libraries and software
available requires a lot of effort, but Unikernels may be worth
considering in the future.5

Docker containers offer the best trade-offs as the virtual-
ization platform. As the most important factor, Docker has,
the best support for the ARM based Raspberry Pi platform.
A drawback of Docker is that multi-tenancy is still work-
in-progress issue for the open-source version of Docker, but
projects such as Hypernetes,6 are trying to fill in this gap
by combining the best from the hypervisor and container
technologies.

When compared to Unikernels [7], the existing tools for
Linux and Raspberry Pi can be utilized, within Docker
containers, without software porting efforts. Compared to
hypervisor-based virtual machines, Docker scales up bet-
ter to Single-Board Computers. For instance, 2500 dock-
erized web servers have been proven to run on a single
Raspberry Pi7—which is more than needed for the video
surveillance implementation.

B. ORCHESTRATION TOOLS
Docker has already a number of available tools for container
orchestration, including Docker Swarm and Kubernetes. Let
us first discuss about Docker Swarm, which is available in
two flavors: standalone and Docker swarm mode.

Swarm mode has been part of Docker Engine since ver-
sion 1.12. Unfortunately, swarmmode supports only Dockers
built-in network modes, where IPv6 requires administrative
privileges to the underlying network (i.e. routable IPv6 pre-
fix), which is not always possible. Swarm mode does not
support customDocker network plug-ins, so thismode cannot
be used in our use case.

The standalone version is implemented in a component
called Docker Swarm standalone, which serves the standard
Docker API, and thus everything that works with Docker
works also with the Docker Swarm standalone component.
For this reason, Docker Swarm standalone supports also cus-
tom Docker network plug-ins. In contrast to swarm mode,
Docker Swarm standalone is no longer actively maintained
and is therefore somewhat outdated in functionality compared
to swarm mode. The standalone version has some limitations

5https://www.joyent.com/blog/unikernels-are-unfit-for-production
6https://github.com/hyperhq/hypernetes
7https://blog.docker.com/2015/10/raspberry-pi-dockercon-challenge-

winner/

too. For example, unlike the swarm mode, it does not have an
option to leave the cluster.

We chose to utilize standalone since it allows custom
Docker network plug-ins. We implemented our own IPv6
support for it. Our IPv6 module eliminates the need to have a
dedicated IPv6 prefix for the underlying host(unlike in swarm
mode) because it uses a sub-prefix assigned for the host. The
module supports IPv6 in two modes: NAT and proxy. In the
proxy mode, the underlying host uses neighbor discovery
proxy (ND Proxy) service to enable IPv6 connectivity for
the cluster (i.e. camera) nodes. Since only the latter option
accepts inbound connections to the cluster nodes, we utilized
it to implement our use case.

FIGURE 1. Docker Swarm standalone.

Fig. 1 depicts one possible deployment of Docker Swarm
standalone. Swarm Cluster consists of one or more hosts
that provide computational power to run Docker instances.
In addition to the Docker engine, each host runs Swarm
Agent that registers and advertises the host and its attributes
to a key-value store such as ZooKeeper, etcd and Consul.
Swarm Manager uses the information in the key-value store
to communicate with the Docker engine running in each of
the cluster nodes. It should be noted that Swarm Manager
communicates directly with the nodes Docker engine. The
role of Swarm Agent is to simply take care of the nodes
membership management in the cluster.

Kubernetes or K8S is Google’s open-source orchestrator,
initially released in June 2014, with support for a variety of
container technologies such as Docker. According to Google
it can be used to automate deployment, scale and manage
containerized applications.

The reason behind the decision to use Docker Swarm
standalone instead of K8s is based merely on the impression
that Swarm is simpler and thus more predictable in behavior.
According to blog posts8,9 it is also not clear whether K8s
actually supports IPv6 for services. In case of Docker, this
could be handled by using custom Docker network plug-ins,
but K8s has a network implementation of its own and thus
does not use Docker network plug-ins.

8https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/kubernetes-
users/qGJ57vOSWNI

9https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/pull/23090
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III. RELATED WORK
Santos et al. [9] measure that a virtualized web server
may consume 40 percent more energy than its bare-metal
(i.e. non-virtualized) counterparts running on a PC. It is worth
noting that the context of the measurements are hypervisor
based virtualization. The authors attribute majority of the
overhead to networking, and show that they can reduce the
energy overhead by over 16 percent by buffering packets.
The authors also measureme Linux container based virtual-
ization usingOpenVZ implementationwhich shows near bare
metal performance. As containers can be more energy effi-
cient than hypervised virtualization, we focus on container
based virtualization in the remainder of this section.

Shea et al. [10] compare Linux containers, as implemented
by Docker, with bare-metal performance using Rack PCs.
The authors test different workloads: idle, Wordpress, Post-
greSQL and Redis. When compared to bare metal, Docker
increases average power consumption by two watts in the idle
cases. However, considering the density plots of the publica-
tion, it appears that the power consumption with the other
workloads has similar overhead (but increases variance).
Compared to bare metal, Docker adds 1 - 2 percent (idle,
Wordpress, PostgreSQL) or 10 percent (Redis) to median
energy consumption. So, interpreting the results, Docker adds
a fixed overhead of a few percents to the workloads, with the
exception of Redis with ten percent overhead, which is caused
by dominating write() calls in the application, according to
the authors.

Morabito [11] provides also some measurements using
a PC, showing 1 watt overhead with Docker when com-
pared to bare metal. The authors benchmark Docker against
hypervisor based virtualization, where Docker performs as
well as hypervisors, but outperforms hypervisors in net-
working benchmarks. Morabito [8] continues benchmark-
ing of Docker with different workloads on system-on-a-chip
computers, such as Raspberry Pi. In this paper, the authors
describe some upper bounds on maximal CPU loads that are
feasible to run on a single system-on-a-chip computer after
which new workloads should be assigned to other computers
in the cluster.

Tadesse et al. [12] carry out an empirical evaluation
to characterize the energy consumption performance of a
real-world Docker testbed under two different kinds of appli-
cations. The first application is characterized by a single-
thread CPU-intensive task, while the second one considers a
basic client-server scenario in which both entities are running
within Docker containers. Power consumption is evaluated
against CPUUtilization and Data Rate. The authors found out
that Docker CPU usage always generates the most significant
impact in the overall power consumption; however, running
heterogeneousworkloadsmight generate the use of additional
resources with a consequent reflection in the overall power
consumption.

Finally, Piraghaj et al. [13], introduceContainerCloudSim,
a simulation framework that allows to model and simu-
late containerized Cloud computing environments. Energy

efficiency is one of the performance metric that can be eval-
uated through the use of this tool.

IV. METHODOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In order to investigate the overhead of virtualization on
WMSN, we applied virtualization and orchestration to our
heterogeneous multi-tier WMSN prototype introduced in [2]
and benchmarked it against the native implementation with-
out virtualization and orchestration. In the following sections
we explain the network architecture, hardware used, imple-
mentation and measurement setups.

FIGURE 2. Network architecture.

TABLE 1. Hardware used for prototyping.

A. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
The network architecture of our WMSN follows multi-tier
design approach, as shown in Fig. 2. At the front tier of the
network (tier-1), we have simple scalar sensors as primary
motion detectors which send alarm signal wirelessly to the
next level tier (tier-2) of the network. At tier-2 we have
a hybrid node composing of a camera node and a power
manager of the camera node (controller node). The hardware
used in our prototype are summarized in table 1.

B. IMPLEMENTATION
Unlike the non-virtualized native setup, the virtualized ver-
sion of the implementation contains a new node called orches-
trator that is realized on a Raspberry Pi platform. The purpose
of the orchestrator is to support dynamic reconfiguration of
camera nodes. For instance, if the software of the camera node
contains a bug and needs to be upgraded, the camera node
can be upgraded dynamically when it boots (by specifying
a new container image to be started). The camera software
is running inside a container instance that can be replaced
easily with another, and it is possible to run multiple iso-
lated containers in the camera node if needed for extension
purposes. The container technology used is called Docker,
and the orchestrator uses Docker Swarm APIs to control the

10http://www.libelium.com/products/waspmote/hardware/
11https://www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry-pi-2-model-b/
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FIGURE 3. Communication flow diagram.

Docker instances running in the camera node. The orches-
trator is crafted specifically for this project, and includes
a special feature typically missing from many orchestra-
tor implementations. Namely, the camera node is sleeping
most of the time, which means that the orchestrator cannot
manage it periodically. Instead, the camera node informs
the orchestrator when it is available for management. The
flow diagram in Fig. 3 illustrates the orchestrated video
surveillance implementation. The scenario begins with the
low-power master Waspmote detecting some movement with
its Pyroelectric Infrared (PIR) sensor in step 1. The master
sends a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) signal to slave Wasp-
mote in step 2. In step 3, the slave Waspmote turns on the
camera node (Raspberry Pi) via a relay switch. In step 4,
the camera node informs the orchestrator that it is now
available. The orchestrator node consists of two components:
orchestrator manager and orchestrator engine. The purpose
of the orchestrator manager is to select a suitable service for
video streaming and provide necessary configuration for this
service to operate in the node which the orchestrator manager
selects to deploy the service to. In the current implementation,
the service will always be deployed to the camera node itself
due to lack of other alternatives. The orchestrator engine
implements the required functionality to request nodes to cre-
ate new service instances. In step 5, the orchestrator engine,
which in the current implementation is Docker Swarm stan-
dalone, instructs the camera node to start a Docker instance
suitable for video streaming. In step 6, when the orchestrator
engine has completed the request, the orchestrator manager
sends a response to the HTTP request that the camera node
sent. The Docker instance in the camera node starts to stream
the video to a server specified by the orchestrator in step 7.
The camera node is equipped also with a PIR sensor which is
available to the Docker instance using the General Purpose
Input/Output (GPIO) ports of the Raspberry Pi. When the
Docker instance does not detect movement for certain number
of seconds (as specified by the orchestrator), it stops stream-
ing video and instructs the host system (using an HTTP API
call) to power off in step 8. In step 9, the slave Waspmote
detects that the camera node has turned itself off, so it turns

off the relay switch in order to achieve further power savings
in step 10. The slave also starts to read BLE signals again
from the master node and cycle can be restarted.

As part of the power off cycle in step 8, the camera node
could notify the orchestrator that the node is being shut down.
The purpose of this notification would be to remove created
services in the distributed environment. However, because in
the current implementation the service is always created in
the camera node itself there is no need for removing instances
from other nodes. In addition, Docker Swarm standalone has
no functionality to leave a cluster12 and, therefore, the cam-
era node does not inform the Swarm manager when it shuts
down. The Swarm manager does not therefore detect that the
node is shutdown until the registration for the node in the
cluster times out.

C. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND DATA PROCESSING
We measured the power consumption of each node of our
WMSN prototype using Monsoon power monitor tool [14].
The device under measurement can be supplied with power
directly from Monsoon at required voltage output ranging
between 2.1-4.55V. Themaximum sampling rate of the tool is
200MHz. Monsoon provides a high level of granularity of the
measurement data which can be saved to a workstation in csv
format with fine adjustment of the sampling rate. The mea-
surement setup is illustrated in Fig. 4. We imported the csv
files into MATLAB to analyze and generate the graphs, com-
pare and model the battery-life estimations. Moving average
filter is also applied, when necessary, to improve readability
of the graphs.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section we provide the measurement results of the
power consumption of our WMSN prototype in both native
(non-orchestrated, non-virtualized) and orchestrated and
virtualized setups. Note that, we applied orchestration and
virtualization only on camera nodes (Raspberry Pis) which
are in ‘‘power off’’ state during idle mode. Thus, the impact

12In Docker Swarm standalone, the Swarm manager controls nodes that
have joined an entity called cluster.

FIGURE 4. Testbed setup.
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of virtualization is realized when these nodes are up and
running—in active state.

A. POWER CONSUMPTION OF TIER-1 NODES
Fig. 5 presents the power consumption transients of primary
motion detection by tier-1 nodes (masterWaspmote). In these
nodes, there is no any virtualized component. This implies
that the hardware and software setup is the same in both
orchestrated and native scenarios. Thus, the power transient
graph presented by Fig. 5 represents the power consumption
of these nodes in both scenarios. These nodes enter to waiting
(idle) mode soon after they are turned on and initialization
is completed. In idle mode, most of the circuitries including
the BLE module are disabled and the MCU of this node is
in deep sleep mode until triggered by an external interrupt
from the PIR sensor that is mounted on its digital pins. The
mean power of this node during idle state is 0.65mW . When
motion is detected, the device will activate its BLE module
and advertises alarm messages to tier-2 slave Waspmotes
for about 3 seconds. During this state the mean power of
tier-1 node raises to 78.6mW .

FIGURE 5. Power consumption of tier-1 master-Waspmote.

B. POWER CONSUMPTION OF TIER-2 NODES
Fig. 6 depicts the power consumption transients of

tier-2 slave Waspmote node. In idle mode this node is
scanning BLE advertisement messages that are transmitted
from known tier-1 master Waspmote nodes when motion is
detected. The average power consumption of this node during
this phase is 101.3mW . When BLE messages are received,
this node turns off its BLE module and latches relay switch
to power-up the camera node. During this phase, its average
power consumption jumps to 256.06mW and stays in this
power level as long as the relay is latched and the camera
is up and running. It should be noted that, as compared to
master-Waspmote, slave-Waspmote consumes more power in
idle state (see Fig. 7) since it has to scan for BLE messages
at all the time.

Next, Fig. 8a illustrates the power consumption of
Raspberry Pi based camera in native and orchestrated
versions aligned in time. During idle time in both scenarios
the camera nodes are completely powered-off, hence, their

FIGURE 6. Power consumption of tier-2 slave Waspmote.

FIGURE 7. Power consumption of Waspmote nodes.

TABLE 2. Camera mean power consumption.

power consumption is 0mW . Thus, the total mean power of
tier-2 nodes as a system in idlemode in both scenarios is equal
to themean power of slave-Waspmote during its idle state (see
Fig. 8b).

When slave-Waspmote receives BLE message from
master-Waspmote the camera boots-up and streams video,
and eventually shut down when there is no further move-
ment in the area under surveillance. The mean power of the
camera nodes during the active states (boot-up, stream, and
shutdown) are presented in table 2.
In active state the mean power of tier-2 as a system is the

sum of the active mean power of Raspberry Pi camera and
slave-Waspmote nodes (see Fig. 8b).

The bar graph in Fig. 9 summarizes the boot-up and shut-
down latencies, and the mean power with error bars during
boot-up, streaming and shutdown of the camera node in both
scenarios. We notice that boot-up and shutdown latencies
in the orchestrated camera node are ∼ 18 seconds and
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FIGURE 8. (a) Power consumption transients of camera node. (b) Power consumption transients of camera node and slave-Waspmote as a system.
In both cases, camera streams H264 video at a resolution of 640x480 and frame rate of 25.

FIGURE 9. Boot and shutdown latencies and mean powers of Raspberry
Pi camera node during boot, streaming, and shutdown. The error bars are
the standard deviations of the power consumption at each phase.

TABLE 3. Boot-up and shutdown latencies.

∼ 9 seconds longer respectively due of virtualization over-
head (refer table 3). We also notice that the mean power
of the orchestrated camera during boot-up and shutdown is
∼ 13% more than the native one (refer table 2). The energy
cost of boot-up and shutdown in both scenarios is fixed and
cannot be avoided. It can however be greatly reduced by
designing a custom embedded OS that contains only the

absolute necessary software components of the surveillance
system.13

The overhead quantified by our empirical investigation
can be attributable to the resources employed by Docker
for managing the underlying container-engine plus the run-
time life-cycle of each container. These could affect the host
performance as a result of increased CPU usage, which is
reflected in a higher power consumption (in particular with
the operations related to container activation and termina-
tion). It is worth mentioning that other factors can affect a
higher or lower use of these processes. For example, the num-
ber and size of running containers, the type of application
packaged within each container, and further container-engine
configurations can affect CPU usage and latency associated
with starting and termination of Docker services.

Similar to the empirical evaluation carried out in [8],
we also experienced a small reduction in the power consump-
tion of the virtualized nodes during streaming. The empir-
ical results on average yields this, but the small difference
(0.64%) and the standard deviation in the results do not allow
us to say that virtualized camera nodes consume less energy
than native ones during streaming. However, the negligible
difference in the energy consumption during streaming gives
rise to the notion that the boot-up and shutdown energy
overheads of virtualized camera nodes would eventually fade
away if the camera wakes-up and streams for a longer period
of time. It is worth to indicate the optimum video stream
length where we start to experience a negligible impact in vir-
tualizing the camera software. To that end, we formulated the
total energy consumption of tier-2 nodes as a system during
one event of motion detection by equation 1 and determined
the optimum streaming length. Prpibt ,Prpisht ,P

rpi
str represent the

13An example of fast boot (3 seconds) custom OS for gaming application
on a Raspberry Pi 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hOFZ8LHPgWs
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mean power consumption of Raspberry Pi camera node dur-
ing boot-up, shutdown, and streaming respectively, whereas
Pwsp2act is the power consumption of slave-Waspmote when
relay is active (latched), and tbt , tsht , tstr represent the boot-
up, shutdown latencies and video stream length respectively.

Etot = Prpibt tbt + P
rpi
str tstr + P

rpi
sht tsht

+ Pwsp2act (tbt + tstr + tsht ) (1)

We found that if the camera wakes-up and streams a video
of length tstr > 1.067hrs, the energy overhead due of boot-up
and shutdown latencies of virtualization becomes negligible.
For a video stream length of less than 1.067hrs, we start to
experience a diminishing return in terms of energy efficiency
on the virtualized surveillance scenario.

C. POWER CONSUMPTION OF ORCHESTRATOR NODE
Finally, we present the power transients of orchestrator node
in Fig 10. This node would be ideally located in the operators’
network and can be main powered. The mean power of the
orchestrator node is 1435mW .

FIGURE 10. Power transients of orchestrator node. The part of the graph
between a and b presents the power transients of the orchestrator when
it renders communication with a surveillance camera node.

VI. POWER CONSUMPTION MODEL AND
BATTERY-LIFE ESTIMATION
In our previous work [2] we derived the power consumption
model of a multi-tier WMSN based on one event cycle.
We adopted the power consumption models to analyze the
battery-life estimation of native and virtualized surveillance
scenarios using off the shelf 6000mAh Lithium-ion battery.
Accordingly, the battery-life of tier-1 motion sensor node
(master-Waspmote) is:

twsp1batt =
C(batt)Vwsp

(Pwsp1idl tidl + P
wsp1
act twsp1act )

(
tidl + t

wsp1
act

)
(2)

Fig. 11 presents the battery-life of master-Waspmote. The
implementation of this node is the same in both native and
orchestrated setups; and thus its battery-life presented by
Fig. 11 applies to both scenarios.

Similarly, battery-life of slave-Waspmote (tier-2 controller
node) is given by:

twsp2batt =
C(batt)Vwsp(tidl + t

rpi
bt + t

rpi
str + t

rpi
sht )[

Pwsp2idl tidl + P
wsp2
act (trpibt + t

rpi
str + t

rpi
sht )
] (3)

Note that the active energy consumption of this node is
effected by the length of the up time of camera node—which
is longer in the virtualized case. Hence, the expected battery-
life of this node in the orchestrated scenario is less than the
native setup. However, the difference becomes negligible for
longer video streams, as shown in Fig. 12.

Next, we present the battery-life of camera node. Recall
that the camera node is completely powered-of during idle
time and its power consumption is equal to 0mW . The battery-
life of this node is given by equation 4; and the simulation
results by Fig. 13.14

trpibatt =
C(batt)V rpi(tidl + t

rpi
bt + t

rpi
str + t

rpi
sht )[

Prpiact (t
rpi
bt + t

rpi
str + t

rpi
sht )
] (4)

The last two equations (equation 3 and 4) and the MAT-
LAB simulation graphs in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 are based on the
assumption that tier-2 devices (slave-Waspmote and Rasp-
berry Pi camera nodes) are supplied from different battery

14External factors such as temperature and battery self-discharge are not
considered in the simulations for the sake of simplicity. The slope of the
graphs may change in more realistic scenario.

FIGURE 11. Battery-life of master-Waspmote (tier-1) node.

FIGURE 12. Battery-life of slave-Waspmote node.
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FIGURE 13. Battery-life of Raspberry Pi camera node.14

sources. In real-time environment, if the slave-Waspmote’s
battery dies Raspberry Pi camera node cannot be woken-
up. Hence, system level simulation of tier-2 nodes combined
as single device provides more practical estimation of the
battery-life. Equation 5, as shown at the bottom of this page,
estimates the battery-life of tier-2 nodes combined as a system
and Fig. 14 represents the simulation results for a variable
event of interval. It is plausible to suppose that this estimation
is conservative, as an integrated systems can use more power
efficient communication links between constituting compo-
nents [15].

From Fig. 14 we notice that the battery-life of virtualized
version is slightly lower than that of the native setup for
shorter event intervals and streaming lengths. If camera node
wakes-up and streams for a longer period of time, the energy
overhead due of virtualization during boot-up and shutdown
eventually fades away.

FIGURE 14. Battery-life of tier-2 nodes combined as a system.

VII. DISCUSSION
While our primary goal is to quantify the relative overhead
of applying virtualization on camera nodes, we conclude the

paper by providing some remarks that could optimize the
energy consumptions and latencies in both scenarios.

It should be noted that the prototype has not been opti-
mized to meet just the absolute necessary requirements of the
surveillance in both native and virtualized scenarios. It is pos-
sible to optimize the boot-up and shutdown latencies of the
cameras by fine-tuning the underlying Linux system; or by
creating custom embedded Linux distribution that exactly fits
the requirements of the camera nodes. One can use Yocto
project [16] or Buildroot [17] embedded Linux build systems
to simplify and automate the process of generating custom
embedded Linux. In addition, in the final product, Raspberry
Pi camera nodes run headless, without keyboard and display.
Disabling such hardware peripherals and LED lights on the
main-board that are meant for debugging could further reduce
the power consumption of the nodes.

As explained in section IV, the hardware platform we used
as camera and orchestrator node in our prototype is Raspberry
Pi 2B. At the time of doing our experiment, Raspberry Pi 3B
was released. Raspberry Pi 3B comes with built-in Wi-Fi and
BLE for networking without additional price, which makes
it more convenient and cheaper than Raspberry Pi 2B that
requiresWi-Fi and BLEUSB dongles. Our initial assumption
was that the quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 CPU in Raspberry
Pi 3B that runs at 1.2GHz would consume far more power
than the quad-core ARMCortex-A7 CPU in Raspberry Pi 2B
that runs at 900MHz (though the performance is expected to
be much better).

A natural question arises concerning how much worse off
Raspberry Pi 3B be in terms of power consumption compared
to Raspberry Pi 2B—which needs Wi-Fi dongle to commu-
nicate with the orchestrator and stream video to a remote
terminal. To verify this, we did a simple test using a raspbian
OS and simple video streaming application developed for this
purpose. Our goal is to see the impact of Wi-Fi dongle on
the energy consumption of Raspberry Pi 2B and compare
that against the Raspberry Pi 3B which comes with built-in
Wi-Fi. The results are shown in table 4. The measurement
result indicates that Raspberry Pi 2B consumes more power
than Raspberry Pi 3Bwhen theUSBWi-Fi dongle is plugged-
in(∼ 230mW more). Thus, for applications that require net-
working Raspberry Pi 3B provides better performance at less
power and cheaper cost than Raspberry Pi 2B.

TABLE 4. Power consumption RPi-2 VS RPi-3.

t tier2batt =
C(batt)

(
tidle + tbt + tstr + tsht

)
1

Vwsp

(
Pwsp2idl tidl + P

wsp2
act (tbt + tstr + tsht )

)
+

1
V rpi

(
Prpibt tbt + P

rpi
str tstr + P

rpi
sht tsht

) (5)
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Container-based virtualization is an emerging research area
that is being exploited for the realization of Cloud of
Things—the integration of smart objects into the Cloud. Due
to their lightweight nature, container-based virtualization
tools improve the management of IoT devices by making it
possible to support, e.g, remote firmware upgrades and con-
figuration management. Previous studies have demonstrated
the feasibility of efficiently running container-based virtu-
alization on low-power IoT nodes. However, the overhead
of running a containerized software on battery-powered IoT
devices has been overlooked. In this paper, we investigated
the overhead of Docker based container virtualization on
surveillance camera sensor nodes using ourmulti-tierWMSN
prototype. We measured a ∼ 13% power consumption over-
head in the camera nodes during boot-up and shutdown.
Furthermore, we observed that Docker virtualization adds
∼ 18 seconds delay to the boot-up and ∼ 9 seconds to the
shutdown phase of the camera nodes.

The hardware (Raspberry Pi) we employed for testing
supports efficient virtualization—so efficient that the overall
power overhead on the system is diminutive after the sys-
tem is up and running. More importantly, we determined
the optimum video streaming length where the impact of
virtualization becomes negligible, which was about 1 hour
long video stream. Our interpretation of the result is that,
energy wise, Docker containers are suitable for virtualizing
video surveillance applications if the cameras wake-up and
stream at least for an hour.

As future work, we plan to extend our work to other hard-
ware platforms, such as Uudo x86. In addition, we would like
to optimize the boot-up and shutdown time of the virtualized
system, for instance, using so called unikernels.
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